Strategy #1: Assemble thoughtful institutional leaders and stakeholders to a roundtable setting for an open-ended, extended discussion about why spaces matter to learners, learning, how spaces reflect institutional culture and context.

- CSU LA _______________________________________________________________________
  - My campus ___________________________________________________________________

Strategy #2: Consider current institutional assets that can serve as a foundation for next-step strategies focused on the physical environment for learning.

- CSU LA _______________________________________________________________________
  - My campus ___________________________________________________________________

Strategy #3: Outline an agenda for implementing those strategies: who does what by when?

- CSU LA _______________________________________________________________________
  - My campus ___________________________________________________________________

Strategy #4: Keep fostering informal and formal conversations about how spaces make a difference.

- CSU LA _______________________________________________________________________
  - My campus ___________________________________________________________________

Webinar Resources:

1. Architect Portfolios prepared for the LSC Cal State LA Roundtable
2. About the LSC Roundtables
4. A Webinar Snapshot: The University of Illinois at Chicago Experience with Project Oasis, an Informal Learning Space Program
5. From the LSC website: Announcements and background on the webinar